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Walking the Boundaries between Modernity and Tradition: Perambulation 
and ‘Beating the Bounds’ in nineteenth-century Hungary 
Robert W. Gray 
 
On 22 August 1820 a small crowd gathered a few miles outside the village of Szirma, in 
Borsod county in north-eastern Hungary. They had been brought to this spot by a petition, 
filed with the local county administration a few months earlier by the inhabitants of the 
village. The agreement that detailed the terms of the peasants’ land use, their rents and their 
other obligations to their lords, most recently recorded in 1807, was coming to an end. Prior 
to negotiating any new agreement, the peasants wished to confirm how far their rights to the 
land extended across the landscape around the village. In particular, the petition referred to 
two areas of ‘untended plots and commonly-used lands’ that bordered the village’s fields 
where rights and access were uncertain.1 
 
To the north and east of Szirma lay a portion of land known as the Jenke puszta.2 The 
peasants had been using this land as pasture to supplement their regular holdings. For this 
right the Szirma peasants paid a token sum of a few forints per head a year to their lord, Gróf 
János Támas Szirmay. In addition, the peasants were responsible for tending the manorial 
livestock that were also pastured on the land. Peasants from neighbouring villages also 
claimed rights of access to the puszta, however, since they too had been using part of the land 
as meadow and pasture. To the west of the village, where the Szirma fields met those of the 
neighbouring village of Csaba, lay an area of wetlands and marsh known as the ‘Csabai 
Flats’. For a long time unsuitable for permanent cultivation, this land had been used as water 
meadow by peasants from both villages but, around the turn of the nineteenth century, the 
land had gradually been drained and put to more regular use. The inhabitants of both villages 
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claimed the area as forming part of their respective village lands: their határs.3 A map 
produced from an earlier survey appeared to demarcate the land as being used by the Csaba 
peasants, and thus belonging to the estate of the Barczay family. Since the map was 
contradicted both by the subsequent agreement between the Szirma peasants and Szirmay 
and, more significantly, failed to reflect existing and past use of the land, the peasants had 
none the less appealed for a new survey of their lands to be taken. Thus, on this August day 
in 1820, the county sheriff, a county judge and their notary led a procession across the fields 
that included representatives of the Szirmay and Barczay estates, members from both village 
councils, the village priests, an assortment of lesser nobles from three other local villages and 
what were described by the notary as ‘numerous other local inhabitants who might help us 
better resolve this matter’.4 
 
Making use of the map provided by the Csaba peasants and referring to the local knowledge 
of the many witnesses that had been gathered, the crowd proceeded in a clockwise direction 
around the edge of the land claimed by the peasants of Szirma. At regular intervals, ranging 
from every ten to two hundred metres, the procession stopped to note the location where a 
new boundary marker, formed from a raised mound of earth a few metres high, should be 
constructed. As they went, the notary recorded the distance from the previous marker, and the 
direction one should turn in to proceed to the next. On three occasions, the county officials 
ordered new markers to be constructed, marking the division between the Szirma határ and 
the surrounding villages where the borders where unclear. The crowd continued in such a 
manner until they reached the 117th marker, on the land that was claimed by the inhabitants 
of both Szirma and Csaba, and was now to be divided between the two villages. The county 
officials called upon representatives from the Szirmay and Barczay estates, the local nobility, 
the village councils and the various other witnesses there assembled to establish where the 
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precise boundary between the two villages should lie. The bailiff of a nearby estate, Gábor 
Vadnay, a petty nobleman, asserted that neither the map nor the current boundary reflected 
the present use of the land, since the majority of it now formed part of Szirma’s communal 
pasture. Vadnay then pointed to a local landmark, suggesting that this indicated where the 
boundary should lie, recalling that the eastern limit of the Csaba határ was, and always had 
been, ‘twenty-five öl [50 metres] from the house of the grandmother of János Szalai’s wife’. 
Happy that Vadnay’s local knowledge seemed to reflect more accurately the customary use 
of the land, and noting no protest from the representatives of either the Barczay estate or 
Csaba, the county officials ordered a new boundary marker to be constructed some five 
hundred metres further west.5 
 
Focusing on the case at Szirma, this chapter will explore walking as a source of authority –
notably, authority ‘from below’– in rural Hungary in the nineteenth century. In this, it will 
consider the practice of walking as a means of resistance, one that was able to assert a 
localized conception of rights and space in the face of reforms that challenged the 
established, customary order of rural Hungarian society. In particular, it will assert how 
walking, in the form of ‘beating the bounds’ (határjárás), acted as a repository of local 
knowledge, a way of knowing the environment, its use and the associated customary rights, 
that emerged from the interaction between rural communities and their surroundings. 
 
The Landscape of Rural Hungary 
Broadly speaking, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Hungary can be divided into two: in 
the east and south, the part that had fallen under Ottoman rule following the Hungarian defeat 
at Mohács in 1526; and, in the west and north, the crescent-shaped strip of Royal Hungary 
which had become part of the Habsburg lands. This division roughly equates to the 
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topographical division between Transdanubia in the west, the Felvidék (Uplands) in the north 
and the Great Plain in the south.6 Both the particularities of the landscape and the experience 
of occupation in the last region created distinctive patterns of settlement, land use and the 
associated rights that were to have a profound effect on the peasants’ construction of village 
space.7 
 
As the rural population in Ottoman-ruled Hungary abandoned their villages the landscape 
reverted to uncultivated scrub, steppe and marsh, used only as pasture by those peasants who 
periodically returned from Royal Hungary at times of relative peace. What little population 
that remained clustered around the growing market towns of the Great Plain, seeking safety 
in numbers, creating a second distinct feature of the region: dispersed, large settlements 
around which might be found a scattering of isolated farmsteads (tanyas), stables and stalls. 
Removed from the centres of both seigniorial and royal authority, the market towns 
developed a large degree of autonomy that proved significant for their relations with their 
lords and their claims to the surrounding lands.8 
 
In contrast to the Great Plain, the greater part of Transdanubia and the Felvidék remained 
largely unaffected by the Ottoman presence, and the settlement patterns, land use and rural 
relations were largely unchanged. In the former region, characterized by gently rolling, 
wooded hills dotted with vineyards, more tightly-packed, linear villages predominated, which 
took the form of a strip or ribbon running along a single (or at most two) street/s. Likewise, in 
the Felvidék the population was concentrated in the valleys and on the lower slopes of the 
hills, and the villages again had the appearance of strips or ribbons. Peasant plots were 
concentrated around the core of the village, often running in a single stretch from the back of 
the house, and the potential to extend use on to land beyond the boundary of the határ was 
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limited.9 This distinction, and the patterns of land use associated with them, was to be 
reinforced following the expulsion of the Ottomans in the late seventeenth century, when all 
of Hungary was integrated into the Habsburg Monarchy. 
 
Following this integration, Hungary’s new rulers found a landscape devastated by 150 years 
of war and largely devoid of population. From the early eighteenth century Viennese 
officials, through the Neoaquistica Commisio, led a concerted effort to repopulate the former 
Ottoman-ruled lands. Both the Crown and the landlords of newly-acquired estates 
encouraged peasants to resettle in eastern Transdanubia and across the Great Plain by 
offering generous terms of rent, often including seven to ten years free from taxation and 
dues, and the potential to extend over extensive, uncultivated lands. In many cases, land was 
offered to any with the means to farm it (a plough and a team of oxen or horses), rent was set 
according to the possession of a plough-team, and a peasant could farm as much land as was 
practicable. The deserted lands of the puszta were resettled, whilst those settlements that had 
endured Ottoman rule grew in size.10 With the resettlement, abandoned fields were once 
again put under the plough, and woods, marsh and plain, otherwise unsuitable or not needed 
for cultivation, were dedicated to expansive pasturing. For example, in Békés county on the 
southern edge of the Great Plain, a census of 1711 recorded only nine inhabited settlements, 
with a population of 2,520 households, in an area of 3,600 km2. The population then 
increased to 10,155 households by 1790, most of whom were concentrated around the market 
towns of Szarvas, Gyula and Orosháza. The repopulation also saw a concurrent increase in 
the land farmed by the peasants. Around Gyula the area farmed by the peasants increased 
from 57,529 holds (80,000 acres) in 1773 to 238,964 holds (300,000 acres) on the eve of 
emancipation in 1848.11 Across Hungary as a whole, the area of land farmed by the peasants 
roughly doubled in the course of the eighteenth century.12 
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Szirma lay at the meeting point between Habsburg and Ottoman-ruled Hungary, on the 
northern edge of the Great Plain and just a few miles from the foothills of the Bükk 
mountains. Unlike many villages further south, Szirma maintained a small population of 
around a dozen tax-paying households throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.13 
The population of Szirma then seems to have suffered during the two rebellions against the 
Habsburgs in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.14 During the surveys of the 
Habsburgs’ new possessions conducted by the Neoacquistica Commissio in 1690, Szirma is 
recorded as being formed of seven inhabited plots farmed by fourteen households, lacking a 
church, but including some vineyards.15 The census of 1715 found only five households and 
noted that the village included no established plough-land. The peasants possessed no draught 
animals, farmed the land by hand, and primarily lived off the produce from their small 
household plots.16 
  
A more complete picture of Szirma is provided by the Lutheran pastor, historian, geographer 
and linguist, Mátyás Bél, who visited the region sometime in the 1720s.17 For Bél, the land of 
Szirma, lying between the rivers Hejő and Sajó, bore great resemblance to the landscape 
found between the Tisza and Körös rivers on the eastern Great Plain. It was characterized by 
reedbeds and water meadows, with little dry land suitable for regular ploughing. Much of the 
land, including the best plough-land and a significant portion of the available pasture, could 
be underwater for the greater part of winter and spring. Furthermore, the rivers produced 
severe floods every ten years or so, undoing any work completed by the peasants in their 
attempts to tame them. At Szirma, Bél noted these conditions had contributed to the fact that 
the village was much smaller than the neighbouring villages of Csaba and Görömböly, which 
were more favourably located on higher ground a few miles to the west. Even in dry years, 
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little could be produced on the Szirma fields but a few cuttings of hay. Nevertheless, the 
Szirma peasants had made the best of their location, relying on the rivers and meadows to 
supplement the produce of their smallholdings. They bred geese in the reedbeds around the 
village, grazed large numbers of horses and cattle at Jenke and other pastures, and fished in 
the rivers, ditches and ponds that interspersed their fields.18 
 
As Bél’s description reveals, the inhabitants of Szirma – and the population across much of 
lowland Hungary – had adapted to their sparsely populated, wetland environment, developing 
an agro-ecosystem based around extensive pasturing, communal landholding and the 
controlled use of the regular, seasonal floodwaters that dominated the landscape.19 This was 
an environment that permitted the local inhabitants to define the space of their village, 
together with the associated rights and institutions, for themselves; through their use of the 
landscape, limited only by their means and their will, the demands of their neighbours and the 
character of the floodplain. The result was a transient space, characterized by extensive 
pasture, wetlands, swamp and morass with little dry land used for permanent cultivation, and 
an equally transient construction of rights and institutions to govern its use. In the 
environment created by the successive warfare, depopulation and resettlement of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, walking provided a means to account for, adapt and 
police rights and access to the landscape, cementing these rights within local memory and, by 
extension, local custom, whether in the form of beating the bounds (határjárás) or in the daily 
routines of the peasants. 
 
Walking as a Source of Customary Rights 
In his study on the historical development of the Hungarian village, the ethnographer Kálmán 
Eperjessy argued that a village should be understood as all that was necessary to guarantee 
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the needs of rural life: water, food, fuel and pasture. Eperjessy continued that the határ – 
meaning both the ‘boundary’ and ‘land of a village’ – could be seen as stretching as far as the 
limits of a peasant’s regular interaction with his surroundings took him in fulfilling these 
needs. In this, walking played a crucial role in defining the limits of the peasant’s world. 
Whether to travel to and from his fields, to collect wood for fuel or housing, or to pasture his 
animals, the peasant was restricted to what was easily accessible by foot.20 As an integral part 
of the daily routine, walking acted as a community-defining and reinforcing act. Each day 
began with the village crier beating a drum along a set route through the village to call the 
animals to pasture, followed by the procession to the fields; then followed the regular trawl 
up and down the narrow strips of the open fields; the day ended with the return home.21 
  
More specifically, through the process of ‘beating the bounds’ (határjárás), walking provided 
a means for communities to define, enforce and protect rights attached to the land. In a 
similar case to that at Szirma described at the beginning of this chapter, in 1802 an unnamed 
witness was called to testify at a county court in a dispute between two villages and their 
lord. He recalled a journey that he had taken as a boy of thirteen with his father; one that, he 
claimed, had been completed by his forebears since the 1690s. The witness had repeated this 
journey from the centre of Csép (a village about 20km south of the Danube) to the edge of its 
pasture on an annual basis as he took his village’s flock out to the surrounding puszta 
(deserted, untended lands of a former village). Now, as their lord sought to separate these 
communal lands, enclosing a portion of the pasture for his own use, the witness was asked to 
specify where he believed the new boundary of his village should be set. His statement reads: 
Rise early on a winter’s day and walk from the west for one day along 
the Vasdinnye road besides the Réti forest. In the east, at the end of the 
road, you find the old boundaries of three határs [village lands] where 
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the borders of upper Csép and lower Ete used to meet. From there, on 
the second day walk east, to where once Lővesnyi Pisztoly [a horse 
dealer] was known to live; and on the third day walk east to where it is 
known there is a hill with a copse; and on the fourth day continue east 
where Csépi marsh stands above a lake; and from there one further day 
east; it is there that the true border of Csép lies, where we can send our 
sheep, and where those of the lord cannot go.22 
 
This testimony emphasizes the scale of peasant land-use outlined above, necessitating a five-
day journey from the village to the edge of a pasture, and further reinforces the image of the 
landscape of lowland Hungary as open and unenclosed, with few distinguishing landmarks. 
In these conditions, ‘beating the bounds’ allowed communities to see where current use 
diverged from collective memory, providing opportunities for any discrepancies to be 
accounted for and added to the customary record, either through the act of remembering or 
the use of physical markers on the landscape. 
  
In some places, it was common for a határjárás to occur on a regular, often annual basis; 
elsewhere, a ‘beating of the bounds’ featured as part of the coming-of-age rituals of the rural 
population, thus allowing village boundaries to be passed down from generation to 
generation.23 Alternatively, as at Csép, the határjárás and associated boundaries emerged out 
of the seasonal journeys made by the peasants across the landscape. As part of the határjárás, 
reference would be made to landscape features, especially trees and rivers, remembered 
according to distance and time from one another. These natural reference points could be 
reinforced further by constructing a marker (határjelek) on the landscape, varying in 
permanence and, one might assume, effectiveness. The markers might include hills or 
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mounds (határdomb); stones or poles inserted in the ground; steps, terracing or ditches (most 
common in woodland and vineyards); pollarding, coppicing or marking trees; or knots tied in 
grass or reeds. To further reinforce the process in the collective memory, the hatarjárás would 
be marked by some additional ritual, including the blessing of the boundary markers by the 
village priest, drinking at each point of reference, or tweaking the ear of a young boy. As 
each marker was passed, it was announced to the witnesses gathered, creating the collective 
memory of the process that served as a repository of customary rights.24 
 
In cases of dispute, where boundary markers had been lost and thus borders were uncertain, it 
was common for courts of various levels, whether village, town, seigneurial or county, to 
reflect communal understandings of the law.25 In this, officials frequently relied on witness 
testimony or customary procedures such as határjárás to test the authenticity of competing 
claims to the land. Commonly, they would turn to the oldest members of a community: as 
they had the longest memory, it was assumed they would be able to establish who had the 
oldest (and therefore most valid) claim to a given area of land. Two such examples emerged 
on the Zichy estate in Pest county in the 1720s. At the village of Acsa, the 95-year-old 
György Gados was called upon to help establish where the boundary of the village should lie. 
As at Szirma, the land under dispute formed a puszta, having once been attached to the 
abandoned village of Alsó-Sáp, and was to be divided as ploughland, meadow and woodland 
rights between the inhabitants of Acsa and its neighbour, Szomszéd. Since Gados claimed 
that, for as long as he could remember, the land had been used by the peasants of Acsa, the 
greater part of the puszta was attached to that village’s határ.26 Likewise, in an attempt to 
establish the boundary between the nearby villages of Szolgaegyháza and Újfalu, the oldest 
local inhabitant N. Tarbaly – who claimed to be 115 years old – was called upon. 
Unfortunately, in this instance Tarbaly proved of little use: he knew nothing of the boundary 
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beyond that ‘for all my life they had lived under one and the same lord’ and any division of 
the land had seemed unimportant.27 
 
As these examples show, beating the bounds allowed communities to reaffirm the extent of 
competing rights attached to lands on either side of the boundary in local custom; the ‘place’ 
(location) of the village became a defined, delineated and demarcated ‘space’ through the 
walking of its borders.28 It was only through the act of walking, the customary performance 
of beating the bounds, that the construction of village space became possible.29 The 
production and maintenance of village space through the interaction between the peasants 
and the landscape in which they lived shaped their conception of custom and customary 
rights to the land: what they used was theirs, or at least partially theirs, whatever rents were 
paid or services owed. In this way, the manner in which the peasants used the landscape, and 
the practices and customs associated with the peasants’ use, constructed a spatial order in its 
own image.30 
 
Reform, Surveying and the Challenge to the Customary Order 
The peasants’ customary construction of the landscape and their associated rights, as these 
were embodied in ‘beating the bounds’, could always prove to be a contentious matter, being 
reliant on both present and past use. Memory is an unreliable legal source, and boundary 
markers in particular had a habit of moving or being lost. This was particularly the case 
during the period of resettlement that followed the end of Ottoman rule at the turn of the 
eighteenth century. As a part of resettlement in the early eighteenth century, the many pusztas 
that had emerged during the warfare and depopulation of the preceding centuries were 
returned to regular use, either as pasture or as the basis for a new village. But returning to a 
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landscape long abandoned, few people remained who could locate old boundaries and 
borders; artificial and natural markers had been either destroyed or simply forgotten.31 
 
At Szirma and elsewhere it was the expansion onto these open lands that contributed to the 
uncertainties of boundaries and rights. Conversely, the process of resettlement in the first part 
of the eighteenth century reinforced the need for such customary practices as ‘beating the 
bounds’, particularly in a landscape that seemed, to the outside eye, but little influenced by 
the hands of man. The expansion across under-utilized lands, where no-one could recall who 
could claim rights to the land or whose rights might supersede another’s, created the 
conditions that permitted the peasants to determine for themselves their use, their rights, and 
their space within the landscape. 
 
By the turn of the nineteenth century, however, there was an alternative means to ascribe 
rights to the landscape and, by extension, delineate the space of a given village. This had 
emerged out of reforms and legislation passed from the mid eighteenth century onwards as 
landholders and the state sought to regulate and record land use through land registers, 
surveys and maps.32 In 1836 the diet issued a series of reforms that, together, were to 
transform land use, property rights and rural relations, and eventually, during the revolution 
of 1848, bring to an end the system of seigniorialism. In the first instance, the diet confirmed 
the terms of Maria Theresa’s urbarial patent, an earlier attempt by the state to protect the 
integrity of the peasants’ holdings from encroachment by their lords and, since peasant land 
formed the basis of taxation, also to protect the crown’s income.  Issued in 1767 but without 
the force of statute law since it had not been ratified by the diet, the urbarial patent 
represented the first stage in a concerted attempt by the state to record and regulate land use, 
supplanting prevalent and ambiguous customary rights with rights rooted in written law. 
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Secondly, new laws were passed between 1836 and 1848 that sought to address rights to 
communally used lands – woodland, pasture and clearings – enabling the division of these 
lands between villages and their lords. Together the urbarial patent and reforms intended to 
ascribe rights to various forms of landed property: the peasants’ private (urbarial) plots; the 
lords’ demesnes (dominical land); and the numerous types of land that sat somewhere 
between the two (commons and/or off-holdings).33 But, whatever their intentions, the reforms 
challenged the established rural order of the localized, customary arrangements by providing 
an alternative record of the landscape to that which had been constructed through beating the 
bounds; and thus posed a threat to the peasants’ rights to the land. 
 
In the second half of the eighteenth century the prescripts of enlightened absolutism taking 
hold in Vienna required that the customary practices that governed rural life be made to 
conform to a more universal standard, with rights and obligations recorded and regulated in 
written law. Concurrently with this, many landlords sought to benefit from the increased 
demand for grain, livestock and other agrarian produce brought about by the Seven Years 
War (1754-63). Estate owners expanded the farming of their private demesnes, resulting in 
attempts to reserve greater parts of the land farmed by the peasants for private demesnes, 
particularly where any rights were uncertain. In reaction to the threat posed by the changing 
conditions to the peasants’ holdings, rural uprisings broke out in the southern Transdanubian 
counties in the summer of 1766, spreading across much of western Hungary. At the same 
time, the Habsburgs faced financial crisis as the cost of the Seven Years War spiralled, 
necessitating a more complete evaluation of the resources of state and a more efficient means 
of taxation. Concern over the cause of rural unrest and financial need had been the occasion 
of the urbarial patent of 1767. 
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Once issued, in the spring of 1767, the urbarial patent required that a questionnaire be sent to 
all villages. Peasants were asked about the terms of their agreement with their lord (cash 
rents; labour service and kind; or a combination of the two?), and how these were established 
(through periodic negotiation or fixed according to their holdings?). The answers to these 
questions established the status of the peasants and the land they farmed. Those who paid in 
cash and negotiated their rents (which was the case for those living in most villages re-
established in the first half of the eighteenth century) were contractualis: those whose dues 
were fixed were classified as perpetual jobbágy (bondsmen).34 Many peasants realized that, if 
they declared themselves to be in the latter category, their dues would probably increase and 
they would be subject to state taxation; unsurprisingly, very few did.35 However, the status of 
the land farmed by the contractualis peasants was not secured by the Urbarium; their tenure 
became uncertain, and a large part of the land they farmed (particularly any ‘commons’) 
governed only by customary arrangements. 
 
Accompanying the questionnaires, both land surveys and land registers sought to record – 
and thus secure in the written record – the extent of peasant-farmed land. The urbarial patent 
established a set size of plot (sessio) according to the fertility of the soil (more commonly, the 
average of local conditions), consisting of a house plot and garden, ploughland and meadow. 
Collectively, the plots were to form the village határ. However, only those lands attached to 
the plot of a jobbágy (a bondsman) were classified as urbarial within the surveys, and thus 
only the urbarial lands were protected from the threat of future seizure by the peasants’ 
landlords. Large areas of peasant farmed land, including most plots attached to contractualis 
peasants and the majority of any commons or off-holdings – pasture, woodland, marsh and 
vineyards – were not covered within the urbarial surveys, and the peasants’ rights of use 
protected only by precarious customary arrangements. 
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However, the attempts by state and local officials to regulate land use often fell short of 
adequately reflecting the way the land was used. By defining what did and did not constitute 
a village plot and, therefore, the határ, the registers and maps produced as part of the urbarial 
surveys created an alternative, representational account of the space of the Hungarian village 
that differed from and restricted customary spatial practices. In particular, the surveys 
reinforced the distinction, or created one where none had previously existed, between the 
lands of an individual peasant plot, the lands held and used in common that lay within the 
village, and other lands used by the peasants that lay outside of any boundary of the határ. 
This modern, ‘rationalized’ and rigid conception of the landscape captured within the surveys 
and maps challenged the peasants’ construction of the landscape that had emerged through 
the everyday interaction between the peasants and the land they farmed, expressed through 
such practices as beating the bounds.36 In the physical and legal space where the written 
record of surveys and local customary practice diverged, matters were left to be resolved 
between the peasants and their lords, with frequent recourse to the local courts in the case of 
any dispute.37 In this context where rights, knowledge and authority were uncertain, walking 
emerged as valuable means for peasants to assert and protect their conception of rural space. 
 
Returning to the village of Szirma where we began, the uncertain status of the lands abutting 
the village stemmed from the period of resettlement following the end of Ottoman occupation 
in early eighteenth century, and the status granted to the peasants and their land following the 
urbarial patent. In response to the urbarial survey completed in 1770, the Szirma peasants 
rejected the new law. Their status was confirmed as ‘contractualis/jobbágy szabad menetelű’ 
(‘bondsmen who move freely’), reflecting the fact that much of the population had returned 
to the village during the early eighteenth century, and the transient features of the landscape 
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and land-use described by Mátyás Bél. According to the contract concluded between the 
inhabitants of Szirma and their lord, the terms of their land-use and level of rents would be 
renegotiated every twenty years. The accompanying land survey noted that all plots were 
held and farmed individually, and that no communal land existed within the határ. Rather, 
some 200 hold (300 acres) of land lying outside the határ (the Jenke puszta) was allocated to 
the peasants to meet their need for pasture.38 There was no manorial land in the vicinity of 
the village, and most labour service had been redeemed through the cash rents paid for each 
plot, with the exception that each peasant was required to fulfil two days’ annual labour 
service to collect 1,200 bundles of reed and 50 bundles of ‘sedge’ (taken from off-cuts of 
vines). The surveyors also noted problems in their attempts to accurately record all land use, 
particularly the full extent of ploughland and meadow, because so much of the surrounding 
land was regularly under water. Thus the area and location of any cultivated fields varied 
from year to year according to seasonal floods. To address this problem, the peasants had 
petitioned the Szirmays for permission to construct a mill to drain an area of the marshland 
on the river Hejő at the border with Csaba (the ‘Csabai Flats’), on the grounds that this would 
extend ploughland of both villages and improve the ‘general conditions’ of the villages.39 
 
The emergence of the Jenke puszta and the ‘Csabai Flats’ as extra-urbarial land, used and 
managed by the community collectively and shared with their lord or the neighbouring 
villages, is clear from the details of the urbarial survey. As a result of their rejection of the 
terms of the urbarial patent, the peasants’ status and that of their land remained uncertain, 
denying the peasants the secure tenure normally extended to urbarial plots. However, 
rejecting the terms of the patent also provided room for greater flexibility for both peasants 
and lords, in terms of adapting their use to a changing landscape and their rents to changing 
economic conditions. Most importantly, the peasants’ refusal to accept the provisions of the 
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urbarial patent reinforced the need for customary practices such as the határjárás, since the 
community had rejected the authority of the written record provided by the urbarial 
surveys.40 
 
Little was resolved as a direct result of the határjárás of 1820. Like many similar cases, the 
officials limited themselves to re-establishing the status quo as best they could. Yet by 
confirming the status quo, acknowledging the authority of existing use and, by extension, 
customary arrangements, the officials confirmed the understanding of the Jenke pustza as 
land that neither clearly belonged to one particular village (and thus urbarial) nor one 
particular estate (and thus dominical). In 1837 the Szirma peasants filed another petition with 
the county courts relating to the status of the határ. This stemmed from the attempt by one 
peasant, András Szabó, to renew his lease of a small, quarter-sessio plot on the death of his 
father. Szabó’s case was taken up by the village council seeking to confirm the status of the 
whole village határ as a perpetual, hereditary lease, converting what had been ‘contractualis’ 
land to urbarial land, and thus securing the peasants’ rights to the land in the light of the 
recent reforms. As part of their petition, the peasants also sought to establish their claims to 
the Jenke puszta, hoping to add one quarter of a full sessio of land per whole sessio within the 
határ or for each household with a full team of oxen.41 In ruling on this case, the court sought 
to ascertain whether the land had been held by the peasants, either collectively or as 
individual households, on the basis of a regularly renewable, hereditary lease. If so, the land 
could be established as equivalent to ‘urbarial’ land, and could become their permanent 
property: the lord had no claim to the land aside from rents owed. 
 
No clear decision on this was reached until a subsequent suit in 1859. By that time there 
seemed no doubt as to the status of land within the határ, but questions remained over the fate 
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of the Jenke pustza.42 To resolve the status of the latter, three witnesses were called: Imre 
Konrád, a steward of the Szirmay estate since 1814; György Kovács, a petty noble from the 
nearby market town of Miskolc; and Ferenc Szalay from Csaba. Records detailing the 
amount of peasant and manorial livestock sent to pasture were consulted, dating back to 
1821, as were the accounts of livestock sent by the peasants to market on behalf of the estate 
each year. These accounts established that the use of the land had been shared by the peasants 
and their lord, the peasants pasturing sheep in the winter whilst tending to the lord’s cattle in 
the summer. In addition, the peasants paid an unspecified sum to pasture their own cattle in 
the summer months. Since 1849, the land had been used primarily by the peasants, with the 
lord reducing what had once been a herd of some 200 cattle to no more than fifty. 
Furthermore, the peasants had ceased to pay rents since 1849 and had enjoyed almost 
limitless use of the land. Noting their consistent and unchallenged use that predated 
emancipation in 1848, the court supported the peasants’ claims to the land. A small fee was 
to be paid to the Szirmays in lieu of the missing rent from the last ten years and a portion of 
the land, which was subsequently sold back to the peasants, was allocated to the Szirmays’ 
estate to acknowledge its former status as shared pasture. Once this was complete, the puszta 
was to be considered, once and for all, part of the Szirma határ. 
 
Conclusion 
As the example of Szirma shows local custom, reflecting established use of the landscape and 
affirmed by traditional practices such as beating the bounds, could prove an effective means 
of resisting reform imposed from beyond the village. In the face of the alternative 
construction of rights represented by the expansion of written records, maps, contracts and 
registers that emerged in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, walking provided a 
practical and effective means for peasants to assert their rights to the land and shape the law 
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in practice. Where disputes emerged that could not be settled by reference to the written 
record, or where there was a clear discrepancy between use (either present or past) and the 
written record, local memory and the customary practice of ‘beating the bounds’ retained 
their authority. In fact, local officials acknowledged that current use – assumed, in this 
instance, to reflect long-standing custom, attested to by various witnesses – carried greater 
authority than the written record in settling disputes where rights and the law were unclear. 
  
As Tim Ingold has observed, knowledge is not built from a static position; rather it grows 
organically from the interaction between people and the world through which they journey, 
formed in everyday activities and coterminous with movement through the world.43 Walking, 
through the beating the bounds, provided a means of mapping the self and the collective 
within the landscape. Walking served to reaffirm connections between and within 
communities, people and place, aligning physical location, landscapes and everyday activities 
with constructed – legal, customary or cultural – space. This was especially true when it came 
to establishing rights to the extra-urbarial land that peasant communities perceived as 
forming part of their village but that the registers and surveys had left beyond the legal 
borders of the határ. This process would prove particularly important in Hungary, where the 
surveying, mapping and recording of land use and associated property rights commencing in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries did not coincide with rhythms and patterns of 
everyday life; custom diverged from the written record, and inevitably conflict emerged 
where the official record contrasted with the collective memories of villages, of physical 
markers, or of textual descriptions that were asserted through walking the boundaries of the 
village. 
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The act of walking cemented the links between landscape, knowledge and space, securing 
these links within local memory, and connecting individuals or communities with the 
materiality of their environment. Thus walking created an alternative repository of 
knowledge to the surveys and registers of official record, one that was more responsive to 
local circumstance, growing out of the intimate connection between the feet of the peasants 
and the landscape over which they walked. The space of the Hungarian village on the eve of 
emancipation in 1848 was a product of the processes and experiences of depopulation, 
resettlement and regulation of the preceding centuries. This space, often transient and 
frequently ill-defined, had been formed through the peasants’ interaction with the landscape 
and the development of particular customs and practices suited to their environment. If the 
peasants’ concept of their rights was challenged by shifting patterns in agriculture or attempts 
to regulate rural life from outside the village, the peasants could appeal to the authority of a 
customary understanding of village space to add weight to their claims. It is this aspect of 
traditional knowledge that walking encapsulated, whether regular, as in the example at Csép, 
or in the ritualized form of beating the bounds revealed through the case of Szirma. The 
ability to respond to and account for changes within the environment and use of the landscape 
meant that the traditional construction of space revealed by walking the land retained its 
authority during the period of rural reconstruction in the nineteenth century, providing an 
important empowering process for the Hungarian peasantry.  
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